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THE AGGEBSSION-INHIITING AND AGGRESSION -FACI ATING

INFLUENCE OF HEIGHTENED SEXUAL ARO J'

Robert A. Baron

.Purdue University

Paul.A. Bell

GO.orado State University

Abstract

Eighty-six undergraduate males participated in an experiment designed to

investigate the impact of Various type's of brotio stimai upon aggression. On

the basis of previous research, itleas hypothesised thai*Xposure to mild

erotic stimuli would tend to inhibit subsequent aggresiion, while exposure

,to more arousing stimuli of this type would facilitate such behavior. In

'order to mains ihis hypothesis, male subjects Were first angered.or.treated

in a more, neutral manner by a confederatepf the experimenter, and then pro-

vided with an opportunity to,aggress against this person by meanslof electric

Shock. Before aggressing, participants were exposed :to one of five differ-.

ent types of stimuli; nonerotic pictures of furniture, sdentry, and abstract

')
art; pictures of sami-nude,females; piet es of nude febalee; pictures of .

coupled engaged in various acts of love- king; or explibit erotic passages.

Results offered support for ihe major thesis.
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THE AltRESSION-INHIBITING 105 AGGRESSION-FACILITATING

SNFLUENCE OF EROTIC STIMULI1

The suggestion,that sexual and aggressive motives are intimately linked

is far from new. For example, Freud (1933) proposed that deaires to.hurt:or

be hurt by one's lover form a normal part of heterosexual relations, and
V'

should be viewed as pathological only when they become extreme. Similarly,

Berne (1964) has suggested that the arousal of aggressive motives Often serves

to enhance sexual pleasuke for both men and women. Evidehce for Ihese asser-

tions has actually been obtained in several laboratory studies.(Barclay, 1971)

which suggest that the arousal of one of theme drives is generally associated

with an increase in the other. MoreoVer, additional findings point to the

possibility that they bolsh share a similar, underlying ;physiological basis

(Barclay, 1969). 'Thus, there is some ::::ation that aggressive and sexual

motives are indeed cloaely related, at lea,,it under some cOnditions.

But what of the.impOt of he1ghten seinal,arousal on subsequent ageres-

sion? Are sexually aroused individualsomore or loss likely to engage 4n overt

attacks agAinst others than individuals not so aroused?. Surprininglyr-etisting

empirical evtlence relatin&te thisiquestiOn is somewhat inconsistent. On the

one.hand, several invelstigatiO'nb 41e1atuth, Feingold, & Feshbach, 17741'

Meyer, 1972; Zillmann, 1971Yindicate that. exposure to erotic materials (and

the increased sexual arouial go induced) may facilitate latekr aggression. .In

contrast, several additionMI st4dieS°(Haron, 1974a, b; Baron & BeA, 1973;

Prod.': 1976) Auggeat tha64ightened sexUal arousal may actually inhibit

later aggression-onthejart of both angry and nonangry individuals.

At firet-glan00,:the-findpgis of thene two groups of investigations appear

to be quite centradiOtory. Close examinationof the methOde employed in each.

however, suggeste,that their contrasting results, may have stemmed largely
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from the use of markedly different etimuli. That ie, those studies which

have reported increments in aggression following exposure to erotic stimuli

generally employed highly arousing materials (e.g., eXplicit films of /ove-

making or explicit erotic passages)* In contrast, those which reported rer

ductions.in aggression have generally employed much less arousing materials

(e.g., pictures of semi-nude or nude young women).

Together, these differences in results and procedures point to an in-

teresting pOasibility: sexnal arousal and aggression pay be curvilinearly

re1ata4 so that mild levels of arousal inhibit later aggression, while some-
.

what higher levels of arousal actually enhance such behavior. Evidence.

suipmrting this suggestion has recently been reported in an interesting or..

perieent conducted by Donnerstein, Donnerstein, and Evans (1975).

In one portion of their study, these investigstors found that mildly

arousing stimuli (pictures of female nudeS) inhibitk Aggression by angry

male subjeTts, while more arousing materi4s (explicit scenes of sexual ad-
. a

tivities) failed to produce such effects, hnd instead restored aggression to

a level similar to that shown by individualehxposed only to nondrotid stimuli.

The present experiment was designed, in part,' tos)extend the findings re-

ported by Donnerstein, Donnerstein, and Evans 'through the use of A 'wider

range of erotic stimuli. More generally, it sought to investigate the Bug-

;

geation that sexual arousal and aggression are curvilinearly related within

the oontext of a parametric design. The*baSic procedures employed were as

follows.

Male subjects were first angered or not angered biRonfederate of the

experimenter, and thenoprovided with an opportunity to aggress against this

person by means of electric shock. Before hggressing, participants were er-

pima to oni of five d1ffere4 types of stimuli: fleutral pictures of scenery,

5
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furniture, and abstract arts pictnres of semi-nude females$ pictures of nude

females pictures of couples engOied in vaAous acts of lovemaking or eX7

plicit, erotic paesages. On thekbasis of previoue results and the suggestions

outlined, above it was predicted that aggression'against the Confederate would
.;7

to inhibited by exposure to aroueing stimuli (semi-nudes and nudes),

would neither be enhanced nor,peduced by exposure to the scenes of lovemaki4-"

(cf. Donnerstein, et al., 197.0, and would be increased by exposure to the

highly arousing er tc passagee.(Jaffe, ét al., 19741 Byrne &l:amberth.

1971).

Method

,Skib3ects

Eighty-six undergradnete.males enrolled in introductory isyChology at the

University of Texas took part'in the study. Subjecte participated in the ex-.

periment in order to satisfy a course requirement.
4.

De51.gn ADA Avoaratus

A 5 X 2 factorial design, based upon five levels of erotic stimuli (non-
,

erotic, "cheesecake," nudes, acts, paesages) and two levels of prior provoca-

tion.(honangered, angered) was employed. Subjecte were randomly.assigned to

'Soh of the cells of,this design as they appeared for their experimental

app4ntments.

.The appekatus Consisted of a modified Buss "aggression machine" (Buss,

1961), a Lafayette stop clock (Model 54015), lista

ilenrvalue nonsense syllables andlen intercom system

% Glaze associa-

.wes identical to ihat employed in previous invest

ggression !wahine

(Baron, 1974a, b),

and contained ten push-buttokswitches-that could 'be employed by subjects to

:ostendibly deliver electric"shocks of 'varying intensity to another individual.

The stop clock rs "employed,to measure the duration of shocks administered

by sUbjeats to the confederate.

6



Algug:Nomell. When subjOcts arriyed for tha experiment, they found a

'Male confederate already seated in the waiting room. Shortly thereafter,

the eiperimenter.entered and pbtained the written, informed consent of both

imdividuals to participate,in the study.'''Following these procedures, ahe.

conducted both the confederate and subject to another room where She ex-,

'plained that the first part of the study would be concerned with the 'manner

in which individuals form first impressionsof others. During this.phase ,

of the eXperimenti both the subject and confederate were asked to write brief

-aketehes Or description's of their own personalities. These Sketches Were

then ostensitay exchanged, and on the basis of this information,.both indi7

viduals wmre asked to rate theirpartner on 'alseries of traits (e.g-., hr

talligencei maturity, sincerity). Finally, these ratings; too, were ex'

changed, so that 'both were able to learn what and of impression they had

made'on their partner.

In reality, both the personality sketch and rtigs suWects received

from thi confederate were supplied by the experimenis . _The personality

sketch was held constant, and was designed to be quite neutral in nature.

However, the ratings were varied in a systeimatic manner so as to influence

subjecteer level of anger toward the'fUtMre vIctini, In the nohangrY condi-
,

tion, they ware quite favorable (e.g., the confederate rated the subject as

high in intelligence and maturity). However, in the angry, group, they were

highly,unfavorable and quite.derogatory. These procedu'ies were adapted, with

slight modificationi, from those employed in several previous studies (Baron,

1974b: Baron & Bell, 1976), and have been found to be quite effeciive in

influencing subjects' level of anger.toward a potential. victim.

&Malin 12 erotic, stimuli Ana. aggression opmortunity. Following the

completion of the above procedures, the experimenter conducted Voth the subr
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.jeci and the confederate to an additIhnal room where whe explained that the

aecond Part of the study would be concerned with the effects bf unpleasant

stimuli upon physiological-reactions. She then stated that in order to inves-

tigate this topic,'one of the two individuals present would serve as a /17

'aron4ar 'and receive a series of electric shocks of varying intensity from

the remaining individual, whp mould act as a ptimulator. The responder's

physiological reactions to the shocks he received would then ostensibly bo

carefully monitored in order to determine the precise impact of these stiMuli

upon his response,. These procedures were employed instead of the more .usual

-taacher-learner" paradigm because existing evidence .(Baron &tEggleston, 1972)

suggests that they provide a measure of aggression .somewhat less affected by

vartous altruistic motives (e.g., a desire to help the "learner" master the

experimental materials) thanthis morecommonly Used technique.

' The experimenter then asked the confederate if he would-agree to play

the role of responder. He consented to this request, and was then oonducted

,to a third room.where the experimenter presented instructions for his taslj

and attached shock and phYsiological recording electrodes to hie wrists And

hands. The physiological recording electrodes were cotected to an impres-

sive-looking polygraph (Lafayette Model 76014E) that was located in fUll

view of subjects, and was switched on at this time. In reality, however, no

records of the responder's physiological reactions were actually made during
4

the Study, and this apparatus was employed primarily to lend credibility to

the experimenter's statements concerning the major purpose of the study.

After-Completing these activities, the experimentei returned to the

room where the subject was waiting, and provided detailed instructions for

his role as stimulator. These instructions indicated that each time a red

signal light on the apparatus was illuminated, he Should select anctdepress

8
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one of the ten buttons on the apparatus in order to deliver electric shock

to the responder. They further'explained that this light would be illumi-

noted i'coording to a fixed random schedule specifically dsigned to prevent

the responder from "getting ready" for each shock, and so influencing his
.

physiological.keactions to these stimuli. The experimenter further indicated
4\

that as an additional meens of preventing such "readiness," nd to further dis-

treoPthe responder's'attention'away from the shoOks, he (the respOndor) would'at-

tempt to memorize lists of nonsense syllable pairs which' would be read to him by

the stimulator (i.e.', the subject). It mos clearly emphasized, however, that

the illumination of the red light would have nothing to do with the responder's

performance on'this teak', but would occur only on those occasions dictated by

the prearranged schedule. 'The learning task was included in the.proceduree

. .

of the waeent study.grirsarily to insure that subjects performed the same gene-

%

ral activities (i.e., presenting varioutt material to the-victim-,before shock- '

A. \
ing him) ai those perfomed in previous investigations employing the 1:teacher-

,

learner",paradigm.

At this point, the e,xperimenter went on to indicate that because any

Shocks employed bor the stimulator would be perfectly adequate in terms of

fulfilling the requirements of the experiOent, he was to feel,free to choose:

any of the shock,buttons he wished, and to depress these buttons. for as long

a period as he deslred each time the red shock signal was illuminated. These

tatements were included in order to counteract or leesen any feelings on

thepart of subjects that they were "expected" or "required" to direct Pt least

some stronr/ g Mocks to the responder (i.e., to redu6e the influence of any de-

mend characteristics operating in this direction). It was further.explained

that the highar(the.nuober of the shock buttonchosen, the stronger the shocks

to the responder. In order to demonstrate th`Magnitude Of the shocks _Which

oould be delivered to the respondor, the expArimehterthen administered
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/-
"samples" from buttons 4 and 5. Thse shocks were generated by a bettery-

powered induotorium within tpe apparatus, and were generally judged to be

moderetely unpleaeant by subjects.

After completing these activities, the experimenter glanced t her wstch,

and remarked that it would now be necessary to wait a few minutes before pro-

ceeding, in order to allow the responder's physiological processes to return

to resting levels. She then Oplained thai since this time was available,

she would ask the subject to examine and rate some stimuli she waa planninz

to use in another experiment. These stimuli were contained in a looeeleaf

notebook, and after handing.the,subject this notebook and a\rating form, the

xperimenter left the room, supposedly to allow the subject tOvwork,on this

task undistrubed. The stimuli in the notebook varied according to the'exr

perimental condition. In the nonerotic group, it contained ten pictures of

scenery's furniture, and.abstract art. In the "cheesecake condition, it con-

tained ten pictures of attractive young women in bathing suiteand negliOes.

In the pudeg condition it held ten pictures of nude young women taken front

back issues of "Playboy":magazine. In the actg condition, it contained 10

pictures drawn from erotic magazines, depicting couples engaging in various

sets of lovelaking (intercourse, oral sex, eta:). Finally,'in the AMAMI

condition, the notebook contained ten explicit, typed descriptions of SOX-

ual activity.

\ The decision to employ these five types of stimuli in the present in-
.

vestigial= was based partly upon the stimulus materials employed in pre-

vious studies, and partly upon-data collected from an undergraduate class

(E 50. Students in this class were presented with samples

of each of these types of stimuli, and asked 6 rate them in terms of,arousal ,

'properties on a 7-point scale'(not arousing at al

10

Wly arousing). Results
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indiosted that the stimuli were ordered along this dimension in the expected

manner (nonerotic, "cheabsecake," nude., acts, paaaages). Moreover, the means

for iajacent pairs differed significantly in All cases (i.e., the mean rating

foi-"cheesecake" was higher than that for nonerotic stimuli, the mean rating

for nudes was higher than that for "cheesecake,"atc.). The means for the

five types of stimuli were as follows! nonerotic (1:76), "cheesecake" (3.44

nudes (4.13), acte (5.18). and pasiages (5.04). the particula .r. stimuli in-

cluded in each of the five categories were selected by a panel of ten under-

graduate judges who willingly volunteered to perform this task.

Subjects rated each stimulus they examined along two dimensions. First,

they iated leach in terwe of attractiveness (not attractive - -very attractive)

Second, ,they,rated each in terms of its arousal properties (nOt arousing- -

very arousing). Both ratings were made alo point scales, and subjects

groups were allowed five Minutes to lets this task.

At the conclusion of the alloted time, the experimenter returned and

-stated that the experiment could now proceed. She then withdrew to the room

where the confederate waited, and initiated the shock trials. The red shock

signal was illuminated on 20 separate occasions, thus providing subjects

with 20 opportunities on which to shock the victim. --)

Zait2ARfirlaintia imaittiamilta iind de-briefing. After the last shock

trial, the experimenter returned and asked the subject to oomplete a brief

questionnaire.. Separate items on this questionnaire required subjects to

rate (on 7-point scales) their level of anger toward the confederate (not,

angry--very angry), their level of liking-for this person (dislike very much--

like very much), and their current feelim3s along several different-dimen-

alone (calm--excited, not annoyed--annoyed, peaceful--tense). A thorough

debriefing ass thenao voted. buring this session, all deteptions were

revealed, and.the true ses of the experiment were fully explained.

11
'



Heeults

Jttrsotivilium end Airman&

Erspertgae 91 .tibe Sperimental 15timult

In order to determine whether subjects found the five types of stinuli

employed to be differentially attractive and arousing, separate analyses of

variance were performed on their ratings of these materiels. The analyeis of.

the rstings of sttreciiveness yielded significant main effects both for anger

'asoussl E (1,76) 5.82, 2s: .025, snd type of stimulus,F (4,76) 3.37f

< .025. Examination of the appropriate mesns indicated that the eignifi-

oant anger effect stemmed from the fact that angry subjects rsted the expeii-
.

mental stimuli se more attractive than nonangry individuals (1 4.98, 1 4.29,

respectively). ?urther cone/18one between the various stimulus conditions

.by Duncan multiple-range teat indicated thst subjects found the "cheeseoake,".

nudes, and pesseges to..,be more attractive than the nonerotic stimuli (pC.05).

However, they did not rote the pictures of sexual acts as significantly more

attractive than the 'neutral, nonerotic pictures. Given the explicithoss of

ths pictures in the acts condition, and the fact that many individuals have

mixed affective reactions to such scenes (Byrne, Fisher, Lamberth, & Mitchell,

1974), this latter finding wee not entirely unexpected.

The corresponding analysis of subjects' ratings of the arousal proper-

ties of the various stimuli yielded only the expected significant main effect

for type of stimulus L (4,76) v(.001). Follow-up compatisons

among the appropriate means by Duncan muliiple-range test indicated that

7.

subjects found the "cheesecake," nudes, ritis, and passages,all to be sig-
,

nifiosntly more arousing than the nuetrel picutures (2.4.05). In addition, .

they found the nudesmnd.passages to be more arousing than the ."cheesecakel

stimuli (p 4(.05). When considered together with therstings pro.vided by.the

_-
undergraduate class mentioned"previously; these findings suggest'that the'

12 1
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experimental stimuli generally prOduCed-the intended effects upon subjeAta.

''-
'3hock tnteneiti

-

The mean intensities.of-the Shocks directed against the confederate by

sUbjects in esch'of the,ten experimental.groups are presented in Table 1.

ption of this tableaugeksts that'as expected, angered subjects generally

.direOted stronger attacks against the confederate than those who had'not.pre-

viously been provoked. In addition, and_of'greater interest, it appearg that

the level of shocks employed by subjects was strongly affected by the natura

of the stimuli they examined.. For both angry and nonangry indiViduals, aggres-

iion.appears to hive been reduced by exposure to "cheedecake," nudes, and ser

\

ual acts. However, simili;effects were not induced (or were induced to a

lesser,degree) by expOsure to the erotic passages. .Indeed, in the case of

nonangry indivivals, aggressian waaislightly facilitated by such experience.

111
InsertTable 1 about hereMas

An analysis of variance performed upon the data represented in Table 1:

yielded two significant findings, mpin effects both for anger arousal F (1,76)

4.75, < .04, and type of stimulus F (4,76) 2.79, ji.04. The main effect

for anger arousal stemmed from the fact that so anticipated, angry indivi-

duals directed somewhat stronger attacks against the confederate (X

than nonangey subjects cg 3.28). The main effect for stimulus typeis,

perhaps best represented graphically, and is shown in Figure 1. Inspection

of this figure,suggestathat consistent with previous_ findings, aggressian

WOO sharply reduced by exposure to the "cheesecake" and nudes. In addition,

and somewhat unexpectedly, such behavior was further reduced by exposure to

explicit pictures of love-making. Finally, and consistent with initial pm-

dictions, similar reductions in aggression were not induced bi the erotic

13



Instead, individuals exposed to such mtrials showed higher levels

, .

of aggression than those exposed to the other,type of erotic mateiials, and

approXimated th behavior of subjects exposdonr to nonerotic stimuli in.

this reepect. (
omemdo...........wwsmomilmipmwdems\,
Insert Figure 1 about here

Compsrisons be4een the means depicted in Figure 1 by Duncan-multiple-

range teskgenerally confirmedthis apparent Pattern of reSults. As sugosted.

by Figure 1, the means of the "cheesecake," nudes, and acts groups were all

significantly lower than that of the .neutral (nOnerotid) group (24:.05).

HoweVar, the means of the nonerotic and passages groups did not differ sig-

nificanaY. In addition, the mean of the passageergrouP was significantly

greater than that of the acts group (24.05). In sum, results offered support

. for the suggestion of s curvilinear relationship between sexual arousal and

aggression. The inflection point of this curve, however, appeared to be

somewhat higher along the dimension of erotic stimuli employed than expected.

Shtick buration

As has been, the oase in several yrevious investigations (e.g., Zillmann,

Johnson, & )ay, 1974), the findings for shock aeration were far less clear-cut

than those for ihock intensity. An analysis of variance performed on these

data yielded 4.y a main effect for anger arousal of border-line significance

E (1,76) P. 3.70)_24.06. While the means for the various stimu/us conditions

were finerally ordered in the same manner as those for the intensiiy measure,

the effects of this variable did not appraoch statistical significanoe--

E (4,76) 0.71, 2 < .20.

*t)

Postexnerimental Questionnaire

The first two items on the postexperimental questionnaire were employed to

10

14
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assess the effectiveness of the attempted manipulation c anger arousal. The

first required subjects to re" their degreeof anger towar4the victim, while,

the secondrequired thlit they indicate their degree,of-liking for this person

(both_ratings were made along 7-point scales). Separate analyses of variance

performed on the datwfo/eeach question revealed that SO expected, subjects in

4/./

the anyygr group reported significantly greater anger toward-1E (1,76) T,30.13,

1!<.0617-and more dislike forE (1,76).gm 87.83, 24.001the victim than

eubjects in the notengry-condition. Thus, it appeared thatAhe attempted

manipulktion of anger-arousal had"indeed been successful. -Additional items

required subjeCts to rate their.present feelings along three different dimen-

sions (calgt-excited, not annoyedannoyed, peaceful- -tense). While the

'pattern of results for these 4.tems,was genewally as expected (e.g., subjects

reported feeling most tense-after examining the erotic passages), none, of the

analyies performed yielded significant findings.

Discubsion

The results of the present experiment generally provide support for thee

suggestion of a curvilinear relationship between sexual arousal and aggression.

As has been the case in several previous studies (Baron, 1974a, b; Donnerstein,

Donnerstein, & Evans, 1975) exposure to mild erotic st1jii sharply reduced

later aggression by male subjects. However, exposurer,to somewhat more aroUsing

-stimuli failed to produce such effects, and actually seemed to slightly en47
9

hence later aggression on the :part of nonangered individuals. This latter

finding is consistent with the results of several previous experiment's:Which

have reported increments in aggression following exposure to highli arousing

erotic materials (Jaffe, et al., 1974; Zillmann, 1971). Taken together, the

results of the present study, as well as those of past research, seem quite

consistent with the vierrthat aggression may first decrease, and then in-

15



crease as sexual arusal (induced through erotic material4 increases.

'2. But assumings seems to, be the ease, that sexual arousal and aggression
. ,

are curvilinearly related, the question of Aly such a relationship should

exist reMains. Two possible explanatiOns for its occurrence may be suggested.

First, as noted recently by Donnerstein, Donnerstein, and Evans .(1975), exr

posure to erotic stimuli mr4r result in two major effeets. On the one hand,

it may produceran increase in subjecte overall level of arousal; While on

ttie other., it pay serve to Shift their.attention away f m any previous annoy-

ance or provocation (Zillmann & Johnsdn, 1973)., Whether xposure to erotic

stimuli will facilitate or inhibit subsequent aggression, hen', may depend

largely upon which of these-two effects predominates. Ifateusal dominates,

subSequent aggression may be enhanced, particularly if such behavior repTer

P

sents a strong or prepotent response among subjects (Bandura, 1973t Berkowlimk

190). Howevar, dia or attentional-shift processes'predominate,

aggression may actuallybe reduced, since sUbjects' level of anger'will be

lowered'. It seems readonable to assume that in many cases, mild erotic

stimuli (e.g.i:seminude or nude.pictures of membera of the_opposite sex),

will produce relatively small,increments in.arousal, but may well serve to

distract subjects' attention away from prior provocations. Thus, stimuli
4

of' this type should serve toinhibit subsequent aggression. In codtrast,

more explicit erotic materials may induce somewhat greater increments in arousal

(Zillmann, 1971). In many instances, then, exposure to such stimuli should

serve to enhmnce later aggression. FlIrther evidence regarding the validity

of this twolfactor explanation may be obtained by means of. direct physiolo-

gical measures of subjects' arousal, and by examining the influence upon

aggression of stimuli which are distracting but nonerotic, and arousing but

nonerotic. If the reasoning presented above is accurate, such stimuli should

exeriLeffects upon later aggression quite mitIlar to those produced by various

16



typee pf erotic materialf.

A second explanat

sexual arousal]: and aggr

erotic stimuli. Basica

mild erotic materials

:tive'reactions while e

findinga -of, previous st

6
strongly,positive react

participente in the pres

attrs:ctive than the neu

SuIh affecive

feelings of.ixritation or a

to inhibit'direci attacks

n for the propOsed curvilinear relationship between
2

ssion focuses upon 'subjects' affective reactions to

seems possible that most individuals find,

ite attractive,and experience largely positive affec- .

mining them. This suggestion is supported-17 he
/

dies'(Baron, 1974a, b)'in which sutjects rePorted

ns to mild erotic materialsvand by'the act that

t.study rated .the ';cheesecake" and nudes re

pictures'of scenery, furniture, and abstract art,

\t Dm', in turn, may then prove incomRatible with

oyance toward potential victims, and so operate

inst them. Thie suggestion kinds sUpport in

the results of several studio

McCormack, 1971) Which indicat

induction of emotional states in

aiusement),

e.g., Baron & Ball, 1974, Rule: Haley, &

that aggression pay.often be inhibited by the

ompatible with anger (e.g., feelings of

In Contrast, subjects' affecti reactions to more explicit erotic

stimuli may-be quite mixed, or even edominallibly negative in nature (Byrne,

et al., 1974). Moreover, the high le' ls of sexual arousal induced by such

materials, coupled with the.fact that subjects can do-nothing to bring about

their immediate red)tion, may prove to be, quite irritating or anhoying.

Together, such n4ative reactions may well facilitate later aggression (Jaffe,

et al., 19741 Zillmann. 1971).

- -
As dhould Wapparentuthese tiro possible explanations for the proposed

curvilinear relationship.between sexual arOusal and.aggreSeion are in no way

incompatible, and may in fact prove to be complementary. Further evidence

,regarding the validity.of both is needed, however, before either can be ac-
.

17
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cipted *ith a high degree of. confidence..

'One puzzling finding of the present reiearch lies in the fact that while ,

:.,explicit picutres of love-making-led tb reductions in aggicinsion in this in-'

!
vestigation, they failed to indude such effece-in a-previous study by,
9

,..

.A".lonnerstein, Donnerstein; ind Evans (1975). One possible reason for these

seeming I contradictory results may 'concern differences between h specific

stimpli loyed in the two experiments. Those used in the prese -t.. esearch
,

were,especially chosen to inddce largely positive rather than nega ve affec-.

tive reactions.among subjects. 'I'llus,-it is not surprising that.they led to

reductions in later aggression. , It seems possible that incontraet, the'- .

stimuli used by Donnerstein,' et al, served'to induce somephat more negative \
4y

:4fective state among subjects, and so failed to xeduce eubsequent aggression.

Only direct comparison of the two iietd of stimuli involved, of course, can

resolve such questions. The possible-existence of such differences, however,

points to a more general problem regirding further research in this area.

Specifiy, the imfact of erotic stimuli on later aggressiOn may vary not
,

only as a function of the general.tYpe 4f.materials employed (i.e4,, nudes

. Versus acts; actsversus passaged),,but alno as a functionof the specific
,

contents of these mteriais as well. 'TO mention only,one possibility, it

ieems reasonable)to t.thst Oictures of tender.and affectionate love-

'making may Well exert sharply dif erent effectsfupon subseAuent aggression

. than pictures of_wilder, and moie iMpulsiveacti*ities. . ,view of such

Apterminé those

characteristics of erotic &Arai which may be import..int in thtie.,":tegari, and

(2) develop standardized sets of erotic materials whiCh control for such

posaibilities, it seems.necessary in,future researcit-...
,.K11

,

.factors.
I

In sum, the present study teems to suggest that the contrasting.resUlts
'N

often obtained in previous researOh concerning sexual arousal and aggr:Ssion
4.11A

1,8
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have not actually be

7
contradictory in nature. Rather, their seem to.have

6ststemmed fpm/the fact variousinvestigators--by employing/different erOtic
.

) ,

materials-sampled different segments of the over-all sexual-arousal-aggression
l, a

fUnction. Erotic 'stimuli (and'the sexual arousal they induce), it appears,

may either inhibit, fatilitate, or fail to affect subsequent aggresskn. 1

The precise impact of such'materials seems to depend upon the type of stimali

employed, theemoUnt of araasal ifidticed, and perhaps additional factors as well.'

I

_17
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Footnote

iThe authors with tO express their sincere appreciation to Christy Achor,

-Evan Dreilinger, Craig DuBois, lAynne Coldsberry, and Helene RsiCh for their I
.-

Ole assistance in the collection of the data, whicti were gathered while the

first author was in residence at the University of texas, Austin. ,

1 ' .
)-

'Requests for, reprints should be mint io Robtrt A. Baron, depertment of
,

Peychological Sciences, Purdue Uniitereity, West LeaCyette, Indiana 47907.
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Table 1
\

iMean

Intensity of Shocks Directed Against 'the Co

nt

ederate

by Sibjects in Ten Experiaental-Gtoups

Anger t. r
;Ave Neutral Cheesecake Nudes Acts passages

Nonangry

Angry

3.68
(9)

5.21

(8)

3.56
(10) -

3.28

(8)

2.74

(8) ,

4.04

1(8)

4

. 2.26

(9)

3.31

(9)

4.15

'0)

3.86
(8)

/

Note.--Nuabers in parentheses indicate cell a.

"no

2 4

V
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Figure Caption
V

Nean intensity of shooks direotedsgainst the ,confederate by

spbjects exposed tononerot4c stimuli (NE), "cheesecakeg. (CH),

nudes (NU), sexual acts (6C), or erOtiepassages (PA).

V.

0

2 5
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